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(Stiltz)
I believe people are created equal
They're capable, powerful, and very intellectual
The state of this nation is far past critical
The solution, simple, it's called the individual
Big government tells people to play the victims
That they don't have the skills to cure their only
symptoms
My goal ain't to hate on the liberal regime
But to resurrect conservatives in the GOP
People should donate their money to charity
When it's wasted by the government, it's called
thievery
For clarity, all I want for this country is prosperity
I'm rappin about the true cure for poverty
All people need one time is a chance to see
Like our brave soldiers they can be all they can be
I love this country and all Americans
It's time to unite and time to take a stand
We are tellin the government Yes we can
We don't think we're weak, and we have a game plan
The government needs to stop the moochin
Their one and only role, uphold the constitution
Taxing people who create jobs is stupid
Spreading the love like my name is cupid
Sit back and listen to the young con movement

(Serious C)
The government has new illegimate powers
That poisons the person, creates dependent cowards
We are not a country of entitlements and handouts 
We are not a country of safety nets and bailouts
(inspired by Glen Beckâ€™s Common Sense)
Removing failure, removes achievement
Ignores our founding constitutional agreement 
We should reward labor, voluntarily help our neighbor
Endowed by our Creator, with rights we need to savor
The American citizen knows how to be great
Does not need to be fed, housed, clothed by the state
Uplift responsibility and the courage to portray 
It's immoral to create debt that my generation will have
to pay
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Don't penalize success, don't demonize the industrious
(inspired by Mark Levin)
Don't preach a dark future, tell us it's the sunniest
We are the Individual, we lean with it, rock with it
stimulus weak sauce, can't get a job with it

(Chorus 2x)
Robbing our ability and right is disastrous
Up against the dubious, consider us your catalyst
If Conservatives are dead, we're about to pull a
Lazarus
We're motivated, educated, dedicated capitalists 

(Stiltz)
Time to clear some misconceptions
You don't have to be a Christian to feel my message
It helps me make my personal choices
It helps me speak up for unheard voices
We just want to help kids who lost their self
When you got a problem, turn to a book shelf
I'm still gonna give my political views
Not the kind of stuff that you hear on the news
I recently had a "Rendezvous with Destiny" (Reagan) 
Reagan was on the tv screen next to me
He said "it's a simple answer after all" (Reagan)
Saved the day when we were about to fall
He said to stand by your true convictions
Follow through with your original intentions
He did not forget to mention
The constitution was a great invention
He said what's right and condemned what isn't
There is no moral rel-a-ti-vism

(Serious C)
We are not drones, we are not statists (inspired by
Mark Levin)
You do not own, my plans and my interests
We are â€œnot statistics, we are not facelessâ€�
(Liberty and Tyranny)
Conserve the declaration or we'll be left baseless 
Individual capacity for self-authority 
Fighting private sector messin the control obsession 
The War on Terror is now the War on Success (inspired
by Dick Morris)
Want to test our best... We're more powerful than you
guessed
â€œI got a three-letter word: j-o-b-sâ€� (Joe Biden)
We only regress, when government is at its largest
Yes we're Ivy, on the brink of a movement
The American dream is the ink to my blueprint 
Ability, god-given right to be a free-man



We can spend our money better than Uncle Sam can 
Don't give us a handout, teach us how to fish
Don't say we're no good, we won't sit and wish
Self-determinism proves us, the ultimate truest
Industries we won't cash-in, healthcare we won't ration 
Touching everybody from carpenters to Annapolis 
Gathering everybody from Muslims to the Catholics
Independent, self-worthy... reaching out to the atheist, 
Write to Washington and tell them stop promoting
laziness 

(Chorus 2x)
Robbing our ability and right is disastrous
Up against the dubious, consider us your catalyst
If Conservatives are dead, we're about to pull a
Lazarus
We're motivated, educated, dedicated capitalists 

(Stiltz)
If I fall short I'll say it's my fault
I'm still livin life saying "Who is John Galt?" (Ayn Rand)
like salt, the preservative conservative
Creating a nation where success is addictive
"Power to the people" (Laura Ingraham) and not
administrative
Liberty and Government equals contradictive
"You avoid pain, I pursuit happiness."(Ayn Rand)
It's not too late to stop "the thousand years of
darkness" (Reagan).
My name is Stiltz, The optimist ambitionist 
anti-marxist and old school capitalist 

(Serious C)
Our well-meaning friends say apologize 
They dress up control in an equality disguise
It's unwise to stand-by and have our freedoms
compromised 
Until the end of my life, I'm in search for what's right
transcend through the mic, let discussion ignite
Reach the people, defeat this evil
Ya'll heard the anthem, now receive the sequel 
I believe we have the power to improve society 
I believe our voice can remove this tyranny
There comes a point, where you have to make a choice
Say what you believe in or lose your voice
You either step up or you get stepped on
You either forget or remember what we're built on
Approve of Iran or be a freedom icon
Articulate what's right or agree with what's wrong
Speak up for America or wait till she's gone
We are the Individuals, we are the Young Cons
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